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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME:
Big Data Analytics lays a foundation to data analytics lifecycle. It addresses business challenges that leverage Big Data. Knowledge of basic and advanced methods in Big Data computing, technology and tools such as MapReduce and Hadoop is essential. One has to understand the methods and tools which may be applied to real world business challenges by Practicing Data Scientist. An individual has scope to develop and understand the Data science from the perspective of Practicing Data Scientist. This training programme helps the participants to (i) improve the deployment of Data Analytics Life cycle, (ii) Apply appropriate Analytic techniques and tools to analyze Big Data (iii) Create statistical models, (iv) Identify insights that can lead to actionable results, (v) Select appropriate data visualizations to clearly communicate analytic insights using tools such as R and RStudio, MapReduce/Hadoop, In-database analytics, Windows and MADlib functions.
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